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TACTICAL EMERGENCY MEDICAL SUPPORT (TEMS)- Paramedics with additional 

training with the Calgary Police Tactical Unit for high-risk calls (weapons or  

violence). 

INCIDENT RESPONSE PARAMEDIC (IRP)- Paramedics with additional training 

and  equipment designed to treat patients from contaminated environments or 

situations.  

RAPID ACCESS PARAMEDIC (RAP)- Paramedics deployed on mountain bikes for 

certain medical stand by events with difficult access to patients by regular  

ambulances.  

AIR MEDEVAC CREW (AMC)- Paramedics dedicated  to performing medical  

evacuations (medevacs) by aircraft for patients requiring faster air transport to 

different hospitals.  

PUBLIC SAFETY UNIT (PSU)- Paramedics with additional training with the  

Calgary Police Public Safety Unit for large gathering and crowd situations. 

MOBILE INTERGRATED HEALTH (MIH) COMMUNITY PARAMEDIC– Paramedics 

with a specialized focus in treating patients in the community where they live 

without the need to transport to a hospital.  

EMS 9-1-1 EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER (ECO)- Dedicated 9-1-1 

staff with specialized training with the dispatch of all types of EMS resources. 

DELRAY, ACCREDITED FACILITY DOG (AFD)- EMS’s very own fully trained therapy 

dog, Delray assists staff with maintaining positive mental health and wellness. 
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PRE-SHIFT UNIT CHECK- Paramedics check their ambulances at the start of each 

shift to ensure they have all the necessary supplies for any call they are sent to.  

STAMPEDE PARADE (2019)- EMS looks forward to being able to participate in 

such public events as the Stampede Parade when it is safe to do so again. Until 

then we limit our PR events out of an abundance of caution.  

VEHICLE EQUIPEMT SERVICE SUPPLY TECH (VESST) PERFORMS STRETCHER 

MAINTENANCE– VESSTS serve an important role ensuring our EMS fleet is ready 

to go at all times.  

EMS AT FIELD OF CROSSES– EMS were privileged to have participated at the  

annual Field of Crosses ceremonies last November with COVID19 precautions.  

MEDIC MOOSE-  EMS’s official mascot, Medic Moose enjoys hanging out at  

public relations events. He will make his reappearance when it is safe again.  

CREW IN FULL  PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE)- EMS crews take 

many safety precautions at this time in order to keep themselves, their patients, 

and other healthcare workers safe from COVID19. 

MULTI-PATIENT VEHICLE (MPV)- EMS deploys its MPV to major incidents in  

Alberta where there may be more patients at a scene than standard ambulance 

crews can immediately transport.  

 

QUESTIONS? You can write to: ems.peo@ahs.ca    

with any further questions you may have about #YourEMS. 

 


